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our company
Owned by Grayson Bourne, Five-time Olympian and World Champion kayaker, KayakPro is committed to providing 

innovative, top-of-the-range kayaking products to the discerning paddler. We are dedicated to offering our customers 

the best possible service and a constantly evolving product assortment to meet their every paddling need.

sino

burn

Weight Range: 145lbs/65.7kg. — 225lbs/102kg. Stability level 2
A Full range of the finest Elite level racing kayaks with the very latest successful designs. Offering various weight, construction 
and hull design options. Available in K1 K2 K4 C1 C2 and C2 and C4 designs.

Weight Range: 125lbs/56.7kg — 205lbs/93kg. Stability level 4.5
Race kayak for the lightweigh and improving paddler with a reasonable level of stability. Tends to offer more stability than it’s sleek profile would suggest.  
Length: 17’3”inches (5.2m), Width 17.3”  (438mm). Beam Maximum 19.70” [0.50 m] Max Height at Forward End of Cockpit 12.77” [0.324 m)

sino

kayakpro kayaks
Are a range of phenomenal performance kayaks, offering a touch more stability than is offered by the pres-

ent range of Olympic racing kayaks. These original KayakPro designs incorporate the new ICF “no width rules” 

designs which allow the performance- minded paddler and fitness oriented athlete more freedom of paddling 

action, but with stability and comfort.

Every KayakPro Kayak comes fitted with:
•  Pinch and pull, easy adjust footrests.
•  Rudder wire adjuster
•  Adjustable seats in 2 seat height options.
•  Number holders (if requested.)
•  Understern and Overstern rudders  

(Overstern custom option)
•  Bulkhead options
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magnum

jet

Weight Range: 150lbs/68kg — 225lbs/102kg. Stability level 3.5
A competitive kayak which is able to accommodate medium to heavier athletes, fine V’d ends with a gently rockered hull combined with a very rounded 
center section to give just a touch of stability. Excellent wash riding characteristics great all round performance. A boat for the all round athlete. 
Length: 17’3”inches (5.2m), Width 18.0”  (457mm). Beam Maximum 20.06” [0.53 m] Max Height at Forward End of Cockpit 12.78” [0.325 m]

Weight Range: 150lbs/68kg — 210lbs/ 95 kg. Stability level 6
Our more stable and versatile performance Kayak, offering great straight line speed to a touring shaped hull, cited as “the fastest touring boat in the world” 
The perfect performance kayak for adventure racing and fitness training. Length: 17’3”inches (5.2m), Height: 14 Inches 135.56cm), Width: 20 1/2 Inches 
(520cm) Complies with touring class regulations (over 18 Inches wide at the 4 inch waterline) Beam Maximum 20.76” [0.53 m] Max Height at Forward End of 
Cockpit 13.4” [0.340 m]

vampire

nemo

Weight Range: 120lbs/54kg — 210lbs/95kg. Stability level 8
A true Sea kayak with racing pedigree, Good directional stability, stable, sleek through the water. Features a low line cockpit area and deck to allow unrestricted 
paddling action. Designed for the lighter to mid-weight paddler. Fitted with deck-lines and hatches and bulkheads as standard. A competition ready sea kayak 
fits USCA and USACK regulations for races. Designed by Rob Feloy to be the fastest in its class. Fast and smooth on flat water, Easy and predictable in a  
following sea. Overall length  17’ 11 1/2” (5.47 M) Width.  21 1/2” (547mm.)

Weight Range: 150lbs/68kg — 225lbs/102kg. Stability level 5
Designed to excel in long distance flat water and ocean racing. Very low resistance at speed in flat water and upwind in waves. Good controllability and surfing 
speed downwind in waves. Low resistance in shallow, flat water. Beam Maximum 18.75” [0.48 m] Max Height at Forward End of Cockpit 15.1” [0.38 m]
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sprint
Ideal for the fit and stronger athlete. Strong catch 
and easy release.

paddles - 3 options
KayakPro Paddles ar the premier range of performance paddles, Built in 2 construction options that give the competitive paddler a performance edge. We offer smaller 
and larger blade areas to meet the performance requirement of each athlete. Robust durable and light, availible with a fixed or adjustable shaft option.

endurance
Ideal for distance paddling. Smaller blade area fuller 
blade throughout it’s length

force
Ideal for the shorter distance athlete. Similar shape to 
the Endurance but larger blade area

construction options

Carbon Glass Hybrid

Full Carbon

shaft options

Carbon Glass Hybrid

Full Carbon

Both with an adjustable option
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Multistroke
Dragon Boat Outrigger Pro Canoe ergometer

Whether you are a serious racer or a recreational paddler, Multistroke helps you improve 
your fitness level so you get more out of your time on the water. Multistroke replicates 
sport-specific movements that will help you develop the physical improvements necessary 
to enhance performance.

Multistroke is the first ergometer specifically designed for dragon boat, outrigger and pro-
canoe athletes. Unlike any other ergometer available, Multistroke precisely replicates the 
resistance and feel of dragon boat, outrigger and pro canoe paddling.

Multistroke simulates the true on the water feel of paddling by replicating the mechanics of 
blade entry and the relationship between the forces on the shaft and the top guiding hand.

Speedstroke
Kayak Ergometer

SpeedStroke was developed to offer an unparalled replication of kayaking, with the added 
benefit of computer monitoring. Speedstroke’s paddling action is almost identical to that 
of real kayaking. There is no jarring on catch, therefore no tendon strain. Smooth unrestricted 
action allows a true “on-the-water” feeling. Perfect balance between resistance of airbrake 
and weight of flywheel give an authentic kayak paddling sensation for the duration of 
the workout.

SPEEDSTROKE UNIQUE FEATURES
Special attention has been paid to details that make a difference:
- Sleek powder-coated metal finish gives SpeedStroke a stylish look.
-  Lightweight aluminum fabrication allows SpeedStroke to be easily 

moved and transported.
- Collapsible legs and frame allow easy transport.
- Adjustable footrest allows easy change between athletes.
- Compact design
- Dimensions: Working Space needed is 11’ L x 5’ W x 5.5’ H
- Adjustable paddling resistance.

KayakPro LLC Supplier of 
Kayak Ergometers to the 

2004 Athens Olympic Games

KayakPro LLC Supplier of Kayak 
Ergometers to the 2004 Athens 

Olympic Games.
Speedstroke is the choice of World 

and Olympic champions.
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Ez-Vee XL
Designed for wider boats, this 9-foot version gives ultimate 
flexibility and support.

Ez-Vee Plus
A longer version of the Pro, this 8-foot model accommodates slightly 
wider boats and single rowing sculls.

Ez-Vee Racer
Two independent Vees mounted onto Thule® racks.

Ez-Vee Pro
Two sliding Vees on 7-foot bar. Thule® or Yakima® compatible.

Our Car-top adjustable kayak carriers, compatible with Yakima and Thule load 
carries. Provides safe, secure, damage free tranport of kayaks. Comes with a ten 
second tie-down system. Our custom extruded lightweight aluminum racks offer 
the ultimate in kayak transportation.
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Folding Kayak Trestles 
Strong robust and durable. 

Available in 2 heights:
Standard:  15 1/2 inches (40 cm) and 
High:          20 1/2 inches (52 cm)



KayakPro USA LLC
Innovative Kayaking products
255  Huguenot St. Suite 409

New Rochelle NY 10801

Tel (914) 740-5055
Fax (775) 371-1018

www.KayakPro.com
sales@KayakPro.com


